The 13 codes
13 - 1
13 - 2
13 - 3
13 - 4
13 - 5
13 - 6
13 - 7

13 – 26
13 - 27
13 - 28

All units copy you and
think you’re a cretin.
I copy you but I’m not answering you.
You’re really spunky when you’re angry.
I’m really sorry about that mate, it really cuts me up.
Same to you but with knobs on it.
So I made a mistake, none of us is perfect.
If you don’t copy me it’s your lousy equipment because I’m running 3,000
watts.
You sound so illiterate your parents never saw the minister.
Are you running a piece of obsolete equipment ?
I’d gladly help you but your problem leaves me puzzled.
Have you tried blowing your nose ? It might clear your head.
It still sounds like you have foot and mouth disease.
Yours friends must have put pins in your co-ax again.
So now I know what a lousy antenna sounds like.
Why did you get a licence if you’re only running 100 milliwatts ?
( You’re a Mud Duck )
The white mouse running your generator must be tired.
You’re only able to go horizontal because your antenna fell down.
If I could understand you I would be tempted to answer you.
Are you talking into the back of the microphone ?
Are you choking on your mike or are your dentures loose again. ?
Far out ! Are you being paid by the word.
Lady, is that your voice or are you pulling the cocky’s tail ?
If you had spoken for another 30 seconds you would have put John Laws
out of business.
Y’know, you made more sense the last time you were smashed.
Some sensible stations and myself have hit the kitty in order to buy your rig.
See you when we get there.
Next time you eat garlic, would you stop breathing into the microphone.
Heard you were limp wristed but I thought you could key the mike.
A band-aid would make a better patch cord than that thing.

13 - 37
13 - 38

It sounds like somebody must have kicked your head in.
You sound like you’re talking with your head in a bucket of water.

13 - 40

Your signal is terrific but give me a land line so I can find out what you
want.
Either my receiver is out or you’re on channel 28.
Either my speaker cone is ripped or you’d better try it again when you’re
sober.
That was a beautiful transmission, now try it with your mike connected.
I love the way your new rig sounds, now I know why they aren’t made any
more.
Your transmitter must have a short circuit because there is heaps of smoke
coming from my rig
That’s a new antenna ? I could get a better signal out of a dingo’s tail.
What a fantastic signal, give me a few minutes so I can drive the mobile up
your driveway and copy your message.
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